
Mayan Guide 

Trading in the city 

Trading in the Mayan times is different than that you may think. When you 

trade in the Mayans you can trade many things, and some of the things may be 

surprising.  

Some of the thing that they traded were crops, farming tools, cocoa, honey, 

flint, salt, coloured shells and many more. But the craziest thing that they 

traded were slaves. 

The Mayans traded to gain crops that they did not have or weren’t able to 

grow in their farm. They also traded to gain armour, which they needed for 

battles in a war, or they may have needed it for protection 

The Mayans traded slaves, as very rich and wealthy people would need 

someone to clean their home. As they were very rich and wealthy they would 

not want to be cleaning their house themselves. 

The items that the Mayans traded were mostly traded near the sea to reduce 

using wheeled cars or the use of the poor animals. 

 

 

Religion 

The Mayans were very religious; they had many offerings to their Gods. They 

made statues, cut off their body parts and even built temples for their Gods. 

The temples are still visible to this day but they are very worn down and are 

covered in vines. Some of the Temples can be located in Mexico, Belize, 

Honduras. Gods lived just like humans: they were born lived and did human 

things, then they died. 



Mayan Foods 

The Mayans had very many foods and we still have some today they had foods 

such as. Tomato’s, Cocoa beans, chocolate, avocadoes they also had maize wat 

is like corn. They had many more food that they grew and made as well. 

 

Farming 

The Mayans did a lot of farming. They grew many crops like maize what is just 

like corn they also grew tomatoes, beans and squash. They really enjoyed 

farming and they were really good at it. They traded their grown crops for 

money and tools 
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